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Abstract: With the development of computer science and software engineering, software becomes
more and more complex. Traditional software reliability assurance techniques including software
testing and evaluation can’t ensure software reliable execution after being deployed. Software failure
prediction techniques based on failure indicators can predict software failures according to abnormal
indicator values. The latter can be collected using runtime monitoring techniques. An essential part
of this method is finding proper indicators which have strong correlation with software failures.
We propose a novel type of indicators in this work named software runtime entropy, which takes
both software module execution time and call times into consideration. Three common open source
software, grep, flex and gzip are used as study cases for finding the relationships between the
indicators and software failures. Firstly, a series of fault injection experiments are conducted on
those three software respectively. The decision tree algorithm is used to train those data to build
the correlation models between software runtime entropy and software failures. Several common
measures in machine learning domains such as accuracy, recall rates, and F-measure are used to
evaluate the models. The decision tree models can be used as failure mechanisms to assist the failure
prediction work. One can examine the value of runtime entropy and make a warning report when it
ranges from the normal interval to abnormal one.
Keywords: software runtime entropy, failure prediction, indicator

1. Introduction
With the development of computer science and software engineering, software takes more and
more important roles and becomes more and more complex. Software reliability has become the
core of the reliability of modern systems. A research conducted by Software Engineering Institute
of Carnegie Mellon University shows that there still are 20% resident errors after software products
being deployed[1]. Software Prognostic Health Management(S-PHM), as a kind of runtime software
reliability assurance techniques, attracts more and more attentions under such circumstances[2].
S-PHM techniques monitor software behaviors and status simultaneously with software execution
process, detect and predict possible failures, and take proper measures. Software failure prediction is
an essential part in this process[3]. Existing researches on software failure prediction can be classified
into two types, event log based methods and failure mechanisms based methods. Methods based
on failure event log are under the constraint of the integrity of log files. One must custom system
log by changing system inner log modules to obtain necessary failure information to make a rather
precise prediction. Runtime information based methods collect runtime data during software execution
process and make prediction based on those data.
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Software failure mechanisms refer to the abnormal behaviors and status before software systems
failures[4], such as memory usage soaring. Memory usage is an indicator used to predict software
failures in this failure mechanism.
Software failure indicators in existing researches are mostly collected from outside of software
objects. These indicators are obtained from hardware environments, operation systems or network
connection equipment. These indicators mainly focus on performance failures[5]. After investigating a
large amount of civil and military software, researchers in [6] present that software functional failures
(in other words, content failures) share the largest proportion of all software failures. However, to
our best knowledge, there are not many researches focusing on functional failures found during our
investigation Seer is proposed as an online failure prediction approach for functional failure in [7].
Seer uses a series of CPU parameters such as instruction numbers in cache as indicators to predict
failures. The accuracy of failure mechanisms is close to 70%. Li uses module execution time and call
times between each two modules as indicators to predict functional failures in [5]. Its accuracy is over
95%. However, every function and function calls in the software should be processed and too much
data should be collected, stored, and calculated during failure mechanisms built process. This way
may cause more resource consumption even performance issues.
To reduce resource consumption while ensuring the accuracy, we introduce software runtime
entropy (execution time entropy and call times entropy), a novel type of indicators aiming at software
functional failure prediction. Entropy theory is proposed by Shannon in 1948 to measure the
uncertainty of information [8]. Entropy theory is combined with software runtime information
(module execution duration and invocation times) to depict software runtime status. The correlations
between runtime entropy and software functional failures are explored in this work aiming at assisting
failure prediction work.
This paper consists of following parts: Section 2 introduces the related work of software failure
indicators and entropy theory used in software domains. Section 3 gives the definitions of software
runtime entropy. An empirical study used to explore the relationship between software runtime
entropy and software failures is given in Section 4. In Section 5 we introduce a possible usage of
runtime entropy as an indicator for software failure prediction. The final part is a conclusion of this
paper.
2. Related Work
2.1. Existing Failure Indicators for Software Failure Prediction
Existing failure indicators focus more on symptoms presented outside of software applications.
Most of these indicators can be classified as following three levels: operation system level, network
connection level and hardware environment level.
Operation system level failure indicators contains number of threads, number of task scheduling
timeout, size of swap cache, etc. Network level indicators can be collected by monitoring network
equipments or analyzing system log files, for example, bandwidth usage, TCP connections, services
response time, etc. Hardware level indicators contains memory usage, CPU instructions, S.M.A.R.T
parameters of Hard Disk and so on. These indicators can be collected from the environment where
software applications work. Almost all of these indicators are used for performance prediction. There
are rare indicators in existing researches aiming at functional failure prediction. Li in his research
[9] has addressed that application level indicators are more suitable for functional failure prediction,
though those indicators should be collected inner applications via complex process. More details on
existing indicators can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. Existing Research on Failure Indicators

Models for building
failure mechanisms

function fitting

classification methods

system modeling

Prediction goals

Indicators

Types

resource consumption

operation system loads,
memory usage,
thread numbers, swap
cache, user CPU
time rations, kernel
CPU rations

hardware and
operation system
levels

[10–14]

operation systems
hang and crash
failures

number of semaphores,
CPU instructions,
asynchronous read
frequency of cache,
number of system calls,
paging failure in
memory

hardware and
operation system
levels

[15–21]

failure detection

execution path, invocation
graph, CPU
usage, memory leak,
abnormal hard disk
access, abnormal
network packages

operation system,
hardware and
networks level

[4,22]

hardware and
network level

[23,24]

resource consumption
of sever clusters

time series analysis
operation system
hang, crash failures

memory usage, service
load, response
time, timeout,
CPU usage, memory
leak, hard disk
throughput
memory usage, system
call failures, number
of semaphores, timeout
of task scheduling,
throughout of hard
disk and sockets

hardware and
operation system
level

References

[25]

Trivedi uses Markov Rewards Model modeling workloads and available memory usage of UNIX
systems. Then use this model to predict the time when resource exhausted[14]. The UNIX systems
workloads are clustered into 11 states. The probabilities of state transition are calculated via hyper
exponential distribution fitting on the test data. Then use liner regression methods on each state to
calculate resource consumption rewards. Sliva uses line regression methods to build the aging model
of Apache SOAP server[13]. Request times per seconds of server and CPU idle time are taken as
failure indicators in this model. Irrena et al. use G-SWIFT tool to inject failures, monitor the number of
page faults per second in memory, system calls, semaphores and the asynchronous reading frequency
of caches, and use SVM to analyze the collected data[15,16,18–20]. His researches are aimed at two
kinds of failures: suspension and crash of Windows operating system. The failure prediction model
is obtained. On this basis, they study the representativeness of fault injection, the feature selection
of failure prediction, and the impact of different system configurations on failure prediction. Yilmaz
et al. proposed a failure prediction method based on CPU instruction number of single function
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for application software[7,17,21]. This method uses ID3 model to classify data, but the final failure
prediction rates of this method is only 50%.
2.2. Entropy Theory Used in Software Domains
Entropy theory is proposed by Shannon to measure the uncertainty of information in
communication domains[8]. Researchers introduce entropy into software domains aiming at describing
the degree of chaos of software systems. Existing researches mainly focus on three orientations:
•
•
•

using entropy to measure the orderliness of software static structure;
to measure the change influence from project management aspects;
to measure the state transformations during the software execution process.

Bansiya uses class as the basic element, use the frequency of name string to build the entropy
measurement, and use it to represent the complexity of class[26]. This measurement is related with
traditional measurements such as McCabe cycle complexity and number of defects in code. The author
uses four large scale open source software (C++ Lang Parser, Win Framework, Graphics Lib 2.0, WinX
Windows GUI) as experiment objects to do the analysis and prove the correlations between them.
Similarly, Zhang extract neural networks model from software structures, using crossing entropy
to locate errors in software[27]. Mannaert uses a hierarchical structure of the system, subsystems
and components to model the whole system, calculates entropy of each elements in each level, and
addresses the significance of entropy used in software maintenance and evolution[28].
Koutbi constructed software development entropy in [29] by using various activities and their
probability distribution in software development process to measure the efficiency of software
development activities. The availability of this quantity are also verified through two simulation
methods. Hasson proposes an indicator to measure the software change activities from three
perspectives of software: defect repair, routine general maintenance and introduction of new
functions[30]. Arora used Hasson’s indicators to predict the release time of the next version solving
NRP (Next Release Problem)[31].
Malik constructs information entropy to measure software performance failure of large scale
software systems[32]. Several performance parameters are collected in a specific periods. Researchers
fit the distribution of those parameters and calculate the information entropy. A series of open source
applications are taken as examples to show the efficiency of this indicator when doing software anomaly
detection. Miranskyy constructs entropy indicators from software execution trace[33]. Software
function name and their appearance frequency are counted in this fast trace comparison algorithm. In
addition, Hamou also uses entropy to help do the trace analysis work[34]. Wang proposes a DDoS
detection method based on entropy via constructing the entropy indicators using IP address and their
appearance frequency[35].
3. Constructing Software Runtime Entropy Indicators
Shannon proposes a definition of entropy to measure an information source[8]. For a given
information source X = { x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . }, the appearance rates of each element xi is pi . Obviously, there
will always be:
i =n

∑ pi = 1

(1)

1

The entropy of this information source can be calculated by equation 2 :
i =n

H = − ∑ pi log( pi )
i =1

(2)
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We construct two software runtime entropy indicators and use them to depict software execution
statuses, then predict software functional failures. Execution trace is usually used to study the software
execution process[33]. An example of execution trace is showed in Table 2.
Table 2. An Example of Software Execution Trace

ID

Labela

Function Name

Timestampb

1

IN

main

10728

2

IN

funcA

10750

3

OUT

funcA

10830

4

IN

funcB

10850

5

IN

funcC

10900

6

OUT

funcC

11000

7

OUT

funcB

11200

8

OUT

main

11300

a The

label marks if the data collected from the entrance or exit of the
function modules.
b Timestamp presents the time when obtain this line of data.

We use two parameters to construct software runtime entropy indicators: function module
execution duration time and call times between each two modules. Software execution duration time
TDuration can be calculated using equation 3:
TDuration = TOut − TIn − TSubModuleDuration

(3)

While TOut denotes the time when exit a specific function and TIn denotes the time when enter
a specific function. TSubModuleDuration denotes the submodule execution duration time and can be
calculated using equation 4:
TSubModuleDuration = TSubOut − TSubIn

(4)

Considering equation 1, the sum of each element appearance rates in an information source is 1.
So we define pi in equation 2 as the proportion of different modules’ execution time in total software
execution time. As αi in equation 5 :
αi =

TiDuration
n Duration
∑kk=
=1 Tk

(5)

The software execution time entropy can be defined as 6:
i=n

Ht = − ∑ αi log(αi )

(6)

i =1

The software call times entropy can be defined as 7:
i =m,j=n

Hc = −

∑

i =1,j=1

β i→ j log( β i→ j )

(7)
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While β i→ j can be calculated by 8:
β i→ j =

Ni→ j
m
∑kk=
=1

(8)

n
∑ll =
=1 Nk→l

4. Correlation Analysis Between Software Run-time Entropy and Failures
After defining software runtime entropy, we design a series of fault injection experiments to
collect software runtime trace information to calculate the values of the indicators we introduce above.
Failure information is also collected in this process. The entropy values will be marked as failure with a
tag Y or normal with a tag N. Then those data will be imported into a classification model named C4.5
to train a classifier which can be used to do the prediction work.
4.1. A Brief Introduction of Experiment Software Objects
The three software objects used in this work are grep, flex, gzip. All of these three applications
can be obtained from the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR)[36]. grep is a command-line
utility for searching plain-text data sets for lines that match a regular expression. flex (fast lexical
analyzer generator) is a free and open-source software alternative to lex.[2] It is a computer program
that generates lexical analyzers (also known as "scanners" or "lexers"). gzip is a file format and a
software application used for file compression and decompression. More bases of those three objects
can be found in Table 3.
Table 3. Basic Information of Three Software Applications
Name

grep

flex

gzip

Languages

C

C

C

Size

10068 LOC

10459 LOC

5680 LOC

Procedures

146

162

104

Versions

6

6

6

Fault seeds

18

19

14

Test cases

470

525

214

4.2. Framework of the Empirical Study
Existing open source data sets (e.g. MDP from NASA, PROMISE) for software static analysis
just consist of static information of software, so they cannot be used to do the research on failure
mechanisms or failure prediction. Both failure mechanisms and failure prediction work need to run
the software and collect runtime information. The lack for data cause existing failure mechanisms
usually comes from experience, like that more than 90% memory usage will cause failures. Those
mechanisms usually used in performance prediction to predict when the resource will be exhausted.
Because software functional failure are not so intuitive that we need more information inner software.
An another important reason is that the functional failures are usually not closely related with resource
consumption. We propose a series of fault injection experiments to obtain software runtime data to
calculate software runtime entropy. The total framework of this research is shown in Figure 1.
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Golden Run
Normal Software

Test
Case
Sets

Normal State Data

Instrumentation
Training
Sets
Faulty Software

Faulty State Data

Fault Injection
Injected Run

Decision Tree Model Builder
Software Runtime Entropy
Module Calling Entropy

Software
Failure

Correlation
Analyzer

Module Duration Entropy
Model Evaluation

Figure 1. Framework of the empirical study.

Firstly, we use macro compile methods add fault seeds in source code, and design test case to
trigger those faults. These process are shown in Figure 2.
Instrumentation

Original
Software

Test Case
Sets

Test Cases Design

Normal Software

Normal Data

Software with Fault #1

Faulty Data #1

Software with Fault #2
Software with Fault #3

Execution

Faulty Data #2
Experiment
Group

Faulty Data #3

……

……

Software with Fault #n

Faulty Data #n

Fault Injection

Contrast
Group

Training Sets

Figure 2. Process of fault injection experiments.

Secondly, we preprocess the traces obtained from the experiments. Two kinds of runtime entropy
indicators are calculated in these process and marked as failure with a Y or normal with a N. Table4
shows an example of the data after preprocessing.
Table 4. An Example of the Data After Preprocessing
ID

Execution time entropy Ht

Call Times entropy Hc

Tag

1

125

121

Y

2

328

320

N

3

451

460

Y

...

...

...

...
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Then, a decision tree model named C4.5 is used to train the classification model to explore
the relationship between runtime entropy and software functional failures. Some common used
parameters for model verification, like confusion matrix, accuracy, F-measure, are used to verify the
decision model.
4.3. Correlation Analysis
Execution results of the fault injection experiments are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Execution Results of Three Software Objects
Software

Failed Execution

Normal Execution

Total Execution

grep

755

8133

8888

flex

4663

587

5250

gzip

185

3025

3210

The data is preprocessed into the format as table 4 shows. Using decision tree classification
algorithm C4.5, the data obtained from fault injection experiments are analyzed separately. 10 folds
cross validation method is chosen to reduce the deviation caused by data selection. The data of each
software is divided into 10 parts. Nine of them are used as training sets and the other one is used as
test set in the process of building decision tree. This process is repeated 10 times, so that each part
participates in the process of building decision tree as training sets.
The decision trees of three software objects are shown in Following three figures. grep in Figure 3,
flex in Figure 4, and gzip in Figure 5.

Figure 3. Decision tree model of grep.

Figure 4. Decision tree model of flex.
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Figure 5. Decision tree model of gzip.

4.4. Model Validation
After obtaining the decision tree models, we need to examine whether the models can truly
reflect the relationship between variables involved when building the model (the relationship between
software runtime entropy and software failures). Some common used measurements in machine
learning areas are selected to evaluate the accuracy of these models.
Confusion matrix is used first as shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Confusion Matrix
Classified as true (failure)

Classified as false (normal)

Real true

True Positive (TP)

False Negative (FN)

Real false

False Positive (FP)

True Negative (TN)

The confusion matrix of three decision trees are shown in equation 9, 10, and 11 respectively.


Y
N

13204
123

250 3226



Y 
N


Y
N


 4107 143 Y 
34 2137 N


Y
N


 12735 290 Y 
190 1475 N

(9)



(10)

(11)

True Positive Rates (TPR) refer the percentage of the failure data that classified as failure among
total failure data, as equation 12 shows.
TPR =

TP
TP + FN

(12)
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Table 7. Measurements and Comparison
Software
grep

flex

gzip

Origins
here
in [5]
errors
here
in [5]
errors
here
in [5]
errors

Precision
0.981
0.990
0.91%
0.991
0.953
3.98%
0.985
0.991
0.6%

True Positive Rates
0.990
0.990
0
0.966
0.954
1.25%
0.977
0.991
1.41%

False Positive Rates
0.072
0.083
13.2%
0.156
0.132
18.1%
0.114
0.138
17.3%

F-measure
0.986
0.990
0.4%
0.978
0.953
2.6%
0.981
0.990
0.90%

False Positive Rates (FPR) is given in equation 13.
FPR =

FP
FP + TN

(13)

Precision and F-measure can be calculated using equation 14, 15 respectively. We use β = 1 (i.e.
F1 ) in this paper.
TP
Precision =
(14)
TP + FP
F − measure =

(1 + β2 ) TP × Precision
β2 Precision + TP

(15)

The results of above measurements and the comparison with the results in [5] are shown in Table
7.
The runtime entropy indicators of three software objects show a strong correlation with the
occurrence of software failures. In grep and gzip, the ratio of normal runs to failure runs is relatively
uniform. TPR and FPR of the model are in the normal range and have good classification results. In
flex, the failure execution numbers is much larger than normal runs. The unbalanced data make the
results have a higher FPR than the other two applications and cause more false alarms.
The results in the Table 7 also show that software entropy indicators have the equal accuracy with
the indicators proposed in [5]. During the process we training data, there are only two features in our
model. While in [5], there are so many features which make the training process more complex and
consume more resource and time. The entropy indicators are calculated during software execution
process which cost less storage to store large quantitive data like the methods in [5]. There will also be
a same circumstance in runtime prediction process.
5. A Possible Approach to Apply the Decision tree into Failure Prediction Work
In this section, we give a possible method to apply the decision tree model into failure prediction
work.
The entropy indicators are continue calculated during software execution according to equation
16 and 17. By this way, we get two functions to depict entropy indicators changing against time.
i =n

Ht (t) = − ∑ αi (t) log(αi (t))

(16)

i =1

i =m j=n

Hc (t) = −

∑ ∑ βi→ j (t) log( βi→ j (t))

i =1 j =1

(17)
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While the αi (t) in equation 16 can be calculated using equation 18. Ti (t) denotes that in a specific time
t, the accumulating execution time of ith module. The total numbers of modules is n.
αi ( t ) =

Ti (t)
k=n
∑k=1 Tk (t)

(18)

The β i→ j (t) can be calculated using equation 19.
β i→ j (t) =

Ni→ j (t)
m
∑kk=
=1

(19)

n
∑ll =
=1 Nk→l ( t )

The Ni→ j (t) means that in a specific time t, the total numbers that the ith module calls the jth
module.
The decision tree model can be transform into a series of areas H f ailed in R2 . When the
point H (ti ) = ( Ht (ti ), Hc (ti )) is in the areas H f ailed , it means the system has failed. We choose a
neighborhood of H f ailed named Hδ . When the point is in the Hδ , we make a warning and predict that
the system will failed in a short period of time. The prediction process is shown in Fig.6. We make a
warning at point H4 .
Ht

h4

h5

h3
h2
h1
Hc

Figure 6. Principle of failure prediction using decision tree model.

6. Conclusions
Two indicators for software functional failure prediction are proposed in this work, software
runtime execution time entropy and software runtime call times entropy.
Two indicators are well defined according to Shannon’s Entropy Theory. A series of fault injection
experiments are designed to obtain runtime information to calculate those two indicators. By this way,
the issue that lacking for real data has been addressed.
Those data are processed and trained with a machine learning algorithm named C4.5. After the
training process, we obtain decision tree models and use a series common measurements to validate
the models. The results show that there is a strong correlation between software entropy indicators and
software failures. We also make a comparison with another similar work. The results of comparison
shows that our indicators own the equal accuracy and consume much less time and resource.
At the end of this work, we give a simple idea on how to apply the decision tree model into failure
prediction work. This idea may need future work to prove and implement it. In addition, how to
reduce the false alarm rates when there are more failure data than normal data is also an interesting
issue that need to be solved in future work.
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